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Data Centre’s and Server Room facilities house mission
critical I.T. equipment which in turn supports software
applications which drive essential business functions and
services. The failure of mission critical data centre
infrastructure very often will result in significant disruption to
business operations.  

The cost of data centre infrastructure downtime can be
crippling to a company with financial implications typically
starting at about £5,000 an hour for smaller companies and
extending to £750,000 per hour for those that rely heavily
on applications such as e-commerce.

In addition data centre’s within many corporate
organizations are significant contributors to the company’s
overall energy bill. In a medium (>100kW) to large
(>1000kW) data centre it is not unusual to see many tens of
thousands of pounds of energy wasted due to inefficient
deployment of data centre infrastructure, unbalanced
arrangements and poor configuration selections. 

This technology paper has been produced to demonstrate
how specialist Data Centre Service organizations can help
deliver significant advantage when engaged to provide
support services for data centre infrastructure. The paper
also highlights how specialist Data Centre organizations
help optimise data centre infrastructure improving
availability, increasing energy efficiency and reducing overall
energy bills, when compared to “traditional” service
contracts delivered via generalist Facility Management or
individual equipment service organizations.

Data Centre Specialist vs. Generalist 
Facility’s Company

It is very important that Data Centre and Facilities Managers
ensure that a wide range of criteria is taken into account
when selecting suitable service partners to support their
mission critical data centre infrastructure. Simply making a
selection based on price alone can potentially be very short
sighted. It is very important to ensure any future service
partner not only has the ability to deliver planned
preventative maintenance and break fix callout on a wide
range of cooling, UPS, generator, fire suppression and
associated infrastructure but also has a broad range of
expertise and knowledge and can offer enhanced
“optimization” services specific to data centre environments.

Table 1 on the next page details recommended selection
criteria that should be taken into account when choosing a
service partner to support your mission critical data centre
facility. Whist not all of the criteria shown in the table will be
applicable to every data centre operator, items such as data
centre optimization should be classed as essential.

Introduction



As can be seen from the comparison table presented above,
whilst generalist facilities companies are typically able to
address basic service needs they have limited knowledge of
data centre infrastructure. Most importantly it is rare that
general facilities service companies are able to offer data centre
optimization services required to help reduce energy bill’s or
improving overall system performance.

Value Added Service

As highlighted on the “Service Partner Selection Criteria” table
detailed above experienced Data Centre Service partners are
able to offer client’s significant value over and above typical
generalist facilities or product specific service contractors.
When assessing data centre service contract packages, Data
Centre or Facilities Managers should ensure that support
packages include the relevant value added services.  Whilst
short term gains may be made by selecting a lower price this
does not take into account potential Opex savings that expert
Data Centre service partners can provide through value added
services such as “Data Centre Optimization Audits”.

It is essential that data centre service partners are able to offer
the following minimum core services:-

� Data Centre Optimization

� Planned Preventative Maintenance

� Emergency Callout Break Fix

Balanced Data Centre Service Model

Established Data Centre specialists will also offer a range of
enhanced skill sets and expert data centre knowledge that
general facilities company would be unable to provide.

Two typical examples of where specialist Data Centre Service
partners helped contribute to Opex savings are detailed on the
following page. 

Table 1 Data Centre Service Partner Selection Criteria.

Data Centre “Optimization” Services to help improve
performance and reduce PUE* Yes No Essential

Understanding of PUE* Metric Yes No High

Working knowledge of the latest EU Code of Conduct 
for Data Centre Best Practices Yes No High

EU Code of Conduct Endorser Status Yes No High

Understanding of the effects of virtualization on 
Data Centre Infrastructure Yes No High

Employ Experienced Data Centre Expertise Yes No Essential

Provide a range of emergency callout “Break Fix” 
Service & Support Yes Yes Essential

Provide Planned Preventative Maintenance across a 
broad range of equipment Yes Yes Essential

Ability to Provide Remote Managed Energy 
Monitoring & Reporting Yes No** Medium

Understanding of Current ASHREA*** Class A1 data 
centre environmental standards

Yes No High

Ability to provide full time On-site Facilities Engineers Yes Yes Medium

Ability to provide a range of Data Centre Performance Audits Yes No High

Provide data centre centric Technical Support Centre Yes No Essential

Provide remote data centre management or 
monitoring services

Yes No Medium

* Power Usage Effectiveness is the industry recognized standard for data centre room efficiency measurement developed by the Green Grid.
** Some Facilities company’s may have energy management capabilities but generally do not understand PUE or have limited knowledge required to help reduce energy bills.
*** ASHREA - American Society for Heating, Refrigeration and air-conditioning.

Selection Criteria Data Centre
Specialist

Maintenance
Provider

Priority Level



Data Centre Optimization “Audit” Summary Table Example 2

Cold Aisle Measured
19ºC

Sensor Location in the
return air path

Data Centre /equipment inlet
was been overcooled.

When the aisle containment
was installed this lead to an
increase in return air
temperature. THE CRAC
units re-acted to this and
began to over cool thinking
the critical load had been
increased.

Check Location of Sensors
and CRAC settings.

Relocate and reconfigure
CRAC sensors for “off board”
dynamic configuration to
ensure accurate re-active
control of equipment inlet
temperature from CRAC unit.

Configuration problem
identified. See below.

The AC power consumption
was reduced by an average
of 20kW.

Data Centre Optimization “Audit” Summary Table Example 1

Temperature Setting
20ºC 

200kW Critical Load vs.
500kW Cooling.

Humidity Control

This temperature setting was
significantly lower than
required within the latest EU
Code of Conduct/ASHREA
recommendations.

With the critical load at
200kW the data centre was
over cooled by 60%

Humidity Set for 45% +/- 2%.
This is a historical setting and
no longer valid for modern I.T
equipment

Increase equipment
temperature settings.

Reconfigure AC Units for
weekly rotation 2 on - 3
standby.

Change settings to 45% +/-
25% creating a dead band
between 20% and 70% -
within the current ASHREA
class A1 recommendations.

Approx. 5% energy reductions
for every 1ºC increase in
temperature was achieved.

The AC operational power
was reduced by approx.
35kW.

Humidifier operational time
reduced from 70% to 2% of
time saving a total of 10kW
average power.

Example 1

A company had 5 x 100kW Net sensible DX perimeter CRAC
units supporting a critical load of 200kW.  The original facilities
service partner simply maintained the CRAC units with breakfix
and 24 hour emergency callout services. 

The new Data Centre Service partner recommended Data Centre
“Optimization” services as part of a balanced approach. 

Following contract commencement the Data Centre
“Optimization” Audit was carried out. The Optimization Audit very
quickly identified three simple CRAC configuration issues as
detailed below. 

Following the implementation of recommendations highlighted
during the Data Centre Optimization Audit the client benefited from
nearly 50kW of reduced power consumption, equating to an
annual saving of £43,800 (excluding carbon tax at £12 per tonne).

Example 2

A company had implemented an aisle containment system by an
inexperienced cabling contractor in the hope of reducing energy
costs. The existing facilities company simply maintained the
CRAC units with breakfix and 24 hour emergency cover. There
was no perceived energy saving from the existing cooling system
following the implementation of aisle containment systems.

Following the engagement of an experienced Data Centre Service
partner a Data Centre Optimization Audit was carried out. This audit
included the investigation of the AC configuration settings and
sensor arrangements. The following issues were identified:-

As a direct result of the Data Centre specialist being engaged
the client investment in the aisle containment was realised with
an immediate power reduction of 20kW. This saved the
customer £17,520 from the annual energy bill.

The examples given above clearly indicate the benefits that a
specialist Data Centre Service Partner can provide to Data
Centre and Facilities Managers.

Item Problem Recommendation Result

Description Problem Recommendation Result



Critical Load Kw PUE 4.0 PUE 2.0

Table 2 – Comparison of energy running costs for typical data centre’s with different efficiency ratings (10p per KW/hr)

PUE 2.0 PUE 2.0 PUE 2.0

To complicate matters the power consumption and associated
energy efficiency within any data centre is in a constant state of
flux. Typically the critical load will increase or decrease in
response to user compute demands, ICT refresh and
deployment of additional services.

Very often Data Centre Managers are focused on performance
and availability of core ICT services, with little opportunity or the
means to manage optimum energy efficiency within their

facilities, and as a consequence the data centre PUE will
slowly drift from the peak design capability.

Unlike general facilities Maintenance company’s experienced
Data Centre Specialist have knowledge and expertise to assist
operators in improving data centre performance. 

Within a 1MW data centre every 0.1 reduction in PUE
represents an £87,000 per annum saving.

On-going Benefits of Specialist Data Centre Knowledge

10 £35,040 £17,520 £13,140 £10,950 £8,760

20 £70,080 £35,040 £26,280 £21,900 £17,520

25 £87,600 £43,800 £32,850 £27,375 £21,900

50 £175,200 £87,600 £65,700 £54,750 £43,800

100 £350,400 £175,200 £131,400 £109,500 £87,600

150 £525,600 £262,800 £197,100 £164,250 £131,400

200 £700,800 £350,400 £262,800 £219,000 £175,200

300 £1,051,200 £525,600 £394,200 £328,500 £262,800

500 £1,752,000 £876,000 £657,000 £547,500 £438,000

750 £2,628,000 £1,314,000 £985,500 £821,250 £657,000

1000 £3,504,000 £1,752,000 £1,314,000 £1,095,000 £876,000

Rate £ per KwH 0.1



Service Details

Remote Data Centre
Management

Critical Power
Monitoring

Remote Managed
Energy Monitoring
Services

Remote Data Centre Energy Monitoring
provides on-going analysis and
interpretation of energy readings and
metrics for data centre facilities.  Remote
Managed Energy services helps Data
Centre Managers maintain peak “PUE”
performance.

This service will typically deliver 24x365 monitoring identifying faults, tracking systems
utilization and helping avoid the failure of backup power technology very often which is caused
by avoidable issues for example empty fuel tanks or low battery’s. 

Remote Data Centre Management includes
proactive remote monitor and management
of complete Data centre infrastructure on
behalf of the client maximising availability of
the facility.

The Data Centre Optimization Audit service is designed to provide a comprehensive review of
the existing data centre or server room facility. This review is designed to help identify both
good and bad practice and help clients reduce the risk of downtime and improve data centre
performance.

Detailed thermal imaging survey of data centre electrical systems and equipment. This survey
will help identify unseen faults on electrical systems which can cause expensive business
downtime, damage, loss of data or risk from fire.

The PUE Assessment enables I.T and data centre managers to accurately benchmark the
Power Usage Effectiveness** (PUE), Data Centre Infrastructure Efficiency** (DCiE) and usage
of the server room environment through direct analysis of power and energy consumption.

The Airflow and Thermal Imaging Survey enables data centre manager to identify problems with
cooling capacity and airflow efficiency. The survey includes the following:-
� Room assessment and layout plan.
� Thermal imaging photos of each aisle and photographic images of each cabinet.
� Air velocity pressure survey (airflow through each 600x600 vented floor tile).
� Temperature and humidity check at low, medium and high levels on each aisle.
� Flow & return temperature and humidity check on the air conditioning units.

Comprehensive Power Quality Survey & Analysis service is designed to help:- 
Identify and quantify harmonic related problems
� To investigate ‘flicker’, ‘sag’ and other phenomena
� Confirm electricity supply voltage levels
� To identify Power Factor levels 
� Check loads before planned changes to distribution
� To record the data needed to assess G5/4-1 compliance

Typical Value Added Services

Reputable Data Centre Service company’s will typically offer a
range of value added data centre audit, survey and managed
services. These services may part of a comprehensive Data

Centre planned preventative maintenance and support
package and are designed to help optimize and improve the
overall data centre availability and efficiency.

Data Centre
Optimization Audit

Electrical Thermal
Imaging Survey

Power Usage
Effectiveness (PUE)
Assessment

Power Quality Survey

Airflow & Room Thermal
Imaging Survey



It is advisable when selecting data centre service partners that a wide range of
applicable criteria should be considered. Any service partner should offer Data Centre
Optimization, Planned Preventative Maintenance and Emergency Call out services as
an absolute minimum. Enhanced data centre service such a remote management
and monitoring and electrical thermal audits should be considered where applicable
and data centre expertise and experience should be fully demonstratable.

In conclusion this paper high lights that by employing an experienced Data Centre
Service partner it will typically provide operators with measurable benefits helping
improve availability and reduce Opex costs when compared to services provided by
general facilities or individual equipment contractors.

Workspace Technology is an excellent example of a specialist data centre service
company. Workspace Technology’s Engineering & Support Services Division offers
customers across the UK with a wide range of enhanced service plans as part of a
balanced data centre service contract.

About Workspace Technology
Workspace Technology is a design build and service management data centre specialist
that leads the industry with its expertise in the implementation and support of energy
efficient data centre solutions. 

Workspace Technology’s Engineering & Support Services deliver exceptional levels of
services for high profile public sector and commercial clients across the UK.  Workspace
Technology has a proven track record for delivering improved PUE performance figures
saving company’s many thousands of pounds through reduced operational costs as part
of a balanced service contract.

If you required further information on Workspace Technology’s Engineering & Support
Services please contact sales@workspace-technology.com or call 0121 354 4894.

Further details on Workspace Technology’s full range of products and services can be
found on www.workspace-technology.com.

Conclusions

Workspace Technology Limited

Technology House, 5 Emmanuel Court, Reddicroft, Sutton Coldfield, 
West Midlands B72 1TJ.

Tel : 0121 354 4894 Fax: 0121 354 6447
email : sales@workspace-technology.com
www.workspace-technology.com
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